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When you’re looking for furniture, it’s important to find the right fabric. 

Whether you plan to remodel your living room or redecorate your patio, the look and feel 

of the material makes all the difference. Looking at the upholstery tag can give you some 

clues to the fabric type and recommended care. Sometimes it’s hard to know which 

materials will best suit your plans. We’ve put together a guide to furniture fabrics, 

from acetate to wool, to help make your choices easier. 
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This fabric can withstand water and mildew. It 

doesn’t wrinkle, shrink or stretch easily. Acetate 

fabrics can be dyed any color to match, or be 

paired with any themed décor. 

Acetate doesn’t respond well to rough wear and tear, since 

it doesn’t offer the best protection against fading, wrinkles 

and dirt. Choose acetate for indoor upholstery that isn’t used 

every day.   

PROS CONS

This man-made fabric was developed naturally as 
an imitation silk. Its similarities to the look and tex-
ture of silk, combined with its flexibility, make it a 
great, easy-care substitute. Acetate is quite versa-
tile. It can be woven with a number of other natural 
and man-made textiles.  

ACETATE
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Available in an endless variety of textures, finish-

es and designs, acrylic fabrics in brilliant patterns 

and bright colors won’t fade in the sun. Acrylics 

are ideal for outdoor furniture. They also offer  

resistance to wear, soil and wrinkles. 

Despite its many similarities to wool, acrylic fabrics don’t last 

quite as long. Slightly lower quality acrylic fabrics tend to 

pill. It’s water-resistant, but prone to creating static electric-

ity. Acrylic fibers are highly flammable, so be cautious when 

you’re grilling or lighting candles nearby. 

PROS CONS

Acrylic was developed as a less expensive, 
low-maintenance alternative with the same look 
and feel as wool. High-end acrylic fabrics are  
designed to pill less, even with excessive wear.  
It’s a popular choice for busy families choosing  
|indoor or outdoor furniture.  

ACRYLIC
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It continues to be the most common and popular  

choice in furniture fabrics because of its easy 

maintenance and versatility. Cotton upholstery is  

available in endless designs and colors.

Cotton wrinkles with use and is highly flammable. Although 

it’s easily dyed and comes in a range of colors, cotton fades 

fast in the sun and stains easily. Cotton can shrink when  

it’s wet. 

PROS CONS

Cotton is a natural fiber that’s been used in furniture 
upholstery for years. It’s soft and easy to maintain. It 
can also be quite durable, depending on the exact 
weave of the fabric. Cotton can be treated or blended 
with other fibers for better protection from the  
elements, making it ideal for everyday use. 

COTTON
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Cotton blends are quite sturdy. It’s more resistant to 

stains and less susceptible to wrinkles. A poly-cot-

ton blend won’t shrink or change shape like pure 

cotton fabrics. 

For daily use, cotton-blends are treated to repel oil and dirt, 

as well as prevent fading. Cotton blends are less breathable 

and trap moisture. This makes the fabric stick to your skin, 

which can be uncomfortable on hot days.  

PROS CONS

Cotton blend is just what the name says – cotton  
blended together with another material.  
These fiber combinations create a stronger, 
more durable fabric that’s suitable for heavy use. 
Poly-cottons are the most popular of the cot-
ton blends. Polyester fibers enhance elasticity,  
creating a sturdy fabric that won’t rip easily. 

COTTON BLEND
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Leather’s timeless and stylish durability helps it to 

outlast most other fabrics. This tough material can 

be cleaned, conditioned and vacuumed if needed. 

Leather fabrics are always unique, and they come in 

many varieties and style options. 

The initial expense of leather and the high price of repairs can 

be a turn-off for some buyers. The palate of colors offered for 

leather is narrow. Some people shy away from leather materi-

als, citing concerns about the animals who donated the hide. 

Leather doesn’t fare well when it gets wet.

PROS CONS

Trendy and timeless, leather’s style and durability 
make it one of the most popular choices in furniture 
upholstery. It’s manufactured from animal hide, but 
tanning methods continue to evolve, making the pro-
cess more eco-friendly while using fewer chemicals.

LEATHER
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With its soft and comfy feel, microfiber is gaining 

popularity. It’s long-lasting and can be profession-

ally cleaned, if necessary. It can be scrubbed with 

a warm towel to remove stains or spills. Microfiber 

dries quickly. The wicking properties of this popular 

fabric help it to prevent stains that would ruin most 

other materials.

Lighter shades of microfiber are likely to show wear patterns 

and some stains. It wilts with high heat exposure, and attracts 

dust, hair and thread. For this reason, microfiber upholstery 

requires extra care and cleaning, especially if you have pets. 

A lint brush is a necessity.

PROS CONS

Microfiber is an environmentally-friendly synthetic 
fabric. It’s typically made from nylon, polyester, or 
combination of both. Some types of microfiber are 
now made from recycled plastics. The tightly knit 
fibers make this material popular for use on chairs, 
love seats and sofas – indoors or out.  
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Extremely resilient especially as a blend, nylon 

won’t wrinkle. It’s abrasion-resistant and less likely  

to develop mildew or static electricity. Nylon dyes  

easily. You’ll find it in a wide array of colors and 

patterns.

In most cases, nylon is acid dyed. As a result, it can’t be 

bleached and its colors fade with repeated sun exposure. 

Nylon also pills and stains easily. It’s sensitive to high heat, so 

it must be washed with care and dried on cool settings. 

PROS CONS

Favored for its look and resilience, nylon is one of 
the strongest furniture fabric options. In most cases,  
it’s blended with other materials. This flexible  
fabric is great for kids’ rooms and upholstery that 
sees a lot of daily wear.

NYLON
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Polyester is a good choice for outdoor cushions or 

pillows. It’s tough, wrinkle-proof and won’t stretch. It 

preserves printed designs and colors well, even when 

exposed to sunshine and chemicals. It’s essentially 

waterproof, making this fabric popular for outdoor 

seating and accessories.

Polyester blends are prone to pilling. It’s also harder to dye, 

which limits options for colors and patterns. Polyester can be 

ruined by oily stains. 

PROS CONS

Polyester is usually blended with another fabric when 
used in upholstery. This adds protection against fad-
ing, wrinkling, and water based stains and spills. It’s a 
synthetic material manufactured from petroleum. 

POLYESTER
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Available in a multitude of lavish colors, silk is ex-

tremely light and soft to the touch. Silk has an ele-

gant and classic look that adds value to any room 

and home. Professional cleaning can help increase 

the longevity of silk upholstery. 

Silk requires a great deal of care to ensure it stays looking 

spotless and new. This delicate fabric is best suited for formal 

adult areas and furniture only used on occasion. Protection 

from stains and spills is crucial. Moisture and abrasion can 

create permanent damage. 

PROS CONS

Shimmering and luxurious, silk was first development 
in ancient China. It’s been used widely around the 
world since then. The most well-known types of silk 
are made naturally from the cocoons of mulberry silk-
worms. This one-of-a-kind material is a favorite for all 
types of decorative furniture. 

SILK
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Unlike leather, vinyl is very easy to clean, and it 

won’t crease. Vinyl is also relatively inexpensive 

and durable, making it ideal for busy family living 

rooms and for offices. 

The quality of the vinyl determines its durability. It tends to 

show damage and cracks over time. This material is also 

sensitive to very warm or cold climates, making the fabric  

uncomfortable. It’s not quite as glamorous as leather. 

PROS CONS

This man-made fabric replicates the look and feel of 
leather. It’s popularity is mostly due to its lower price 
tag. Vinyl is a top choice for buyers who are recover-
ing or refurbishing furniture.

VINYL
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Woolen upholstery offers good protection against 

fading, soil and pilling. It’s easier to clean when blend-

ed with a man-made fiber. This also reduces the pos-

sibility of the fibers felting. It takes dye easily, giving 

buyers a rich color selection. The shearing process 

used to gather the wool doesn’t harm the animal.

This fabric is not easily cleaned, and it tends to attract moths 

that put holes in the materials. Wool fades and felts when 

exposed to sunlight and chemicals for long periods of time. 

PROS CONS

Made from sheep or goat hair, wool is an all- 
natural fiber. It’s a popular choice, especially in 
colder climates, because of its soft and cozy feel. 
Wool can be blended with a synthetic fabric for 
easier spot cleaning and minimal felting. 

WOOL
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MAKING the CHOICE
Selecting the right furniture fabric comes down to where  

and how it will be used. Think about your lifestyle, how often 
people will sit on it and whether sunlight, stains, wrinkles  

and moisture are factors for you. Choose a color and pattern  
that you like a lot – one you can live with for a long time. 

If you need more information or the insight of a designer, visit 

willisfurniture.com 

WILLIS FURNITURE
4220 VIRGINIA BEACH BLVD.
VIRGINIA BEACH, VIRGINIA 23452

PHONE: 757 340–2112
FAX: 757 431–0562
INFO@WILLISFURNITURE.COM


